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ABSTRACT
A theoretical model for the simulation of the steady state and transient behaviour of a natural
circulation U-tube steam generator (including its main steam and feedwater systems) will be
presented. Based on it, the newest and most advanced version of the digital code UTSG could be
established, the code being constructed (like its predecessors) with the aim to be applicable both as a
stand-alone code or as a part of more complex transient codes (e.g., the thermal-hydraulic GRS system
code ATHLET).
This latest version (UTSG-3) takes advantage of a newly developed and very generally applicable
thermal-hydraulic coolant channel module (CCM) which is based on a theoretical drift-flux related
three-equation mixture-fluid approach. This module calculates automatically characteristic parameters
of a coolant channel and can thus be used as a general element for the simulation of coolant channels
in complex systems (Combination of parallel channels in a 3D core, channels in an once-through or
horizontal VVER steam generator etc.). For the code version UTSG-3 the module has been applied for
the simulation of the three main channels of this steam generator type, the ‘primary and secondary
heat exchange and the riser/separator region’. The procedure demonstrates the possibilities of CCM to
simulate within the code UTSG-3 sections with sub-cooled, two-phase and superheated flow together
with the movement of their boundaries (boiling boundary, mixture level) along their nodes. Besides
them, the code UTSG-3 takes care of the pressure build-up within the top plenum and main steam line,
the movement of the enthalpy front along the downcomer and its possible dry-out and the naturalcirculation behaviour along the secondary SG loop. The later one has been based on the pressure drop
balance along this loop consisting of the (secondary) heat exchange, riser and downcomer regions and
based on the fact that the sum all these pressure drop terms must equal zero.
A special example of a transient calculation will be presented in order to demonstrate the
properties and validity of the advanced code version UTSG-3. Additionally, these calculations have
been used to verify the coolant channel module CCM and to demonstrate its effectiveness by
comparing the results of UTSG-3 calculations with calculations of former versions.

1. INTRODUCTION
At the Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) at Garching/Munich very early
activities have been started to develop theoretical models and digital codes which have the potential to
describe in a detailed way the overall transient and accidental behaviour of both a NPP core but also
its main components. For one of these components, namely the natural circulation U-tube steam
generator including its main steam system, an own theoretical model has been derived. The resulting
digital code UTSG [5] could be used both in a stand-alone way but also as a part of more
comprehensive transient codes, such as the thermal-hydraulic GRS system code ATHLET [2,9]. Based
on the experience of many years of application both at the GRS and a number of other institutes in
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different countries but also due to the rising demands coming from the safety-related research studies
the UTSG theory and code had to be and had been continuously extended, yielding finally a very
satisfactory and mature code version UTSG-2 [8].
From the experience won during the development of these codes it arose the question how to
establish an own basic element which is able to simulate the thermal-hydraulic situation in a cooled or
heated coolant channel in an as general as possible way so that it can be applied for any modular
construction of complex thermal-hydraulic assemblies of pipes and junctions. The resulting theoretical
model has been based on a theoretical drift-flux related three-equation mixture fluid approach, its
description being presented in a very detailed form in [13]. Based on it, the resulting modular code
package CCM (coolant channel module) should allow to calculate automatically all the characteristic
parameters of a coolant channel and thus be a valuable tool for the establishment of complex codes
[11, 12]. It can, for example, be used for the construction of 3D thermal-hydraulic codes which are
needed for the simulation of non-symmetric single- or two-phase flow situations within large NPP
(PWR or BWR) cores or for the description of the primary or secondary side of different types of
steam generators (U-tube , once-through or VVER-440 with a special attention to the sometimes very
complicated mass flow situations in these types). The coolant channel module can especially be
important for the main demand on such 3D codes, namely the automatic calculation of the flow
distribution into different parallel coolant channels after a non-symmetric perturbation of the entire
system. This problem can be solved by taking into account the fact that during a transient the pressure
drops over all channels must stay equal to an average one. If this is not the case the inlet mass flow
into different channels simulated by CCM must be manipulated in a recursive way until, within each
intermediate time step, the upper demand is fulfilled.
To check the performance and validity of the
code package CCM (and to verify it) the digital
code UTSG-2 [8] has been extended by means
of this package to the new version (UTSG-3). It
is, similarly as the code UTSG-2, based on the
same U-tube and main steam system layout as
sketched in fig.1. This means, the vertical
natural-circulation U-tube steam generator is
considered to consists of a (primary and
secondary) heat exchange (HEX) region
(evaporator), a riser (index R) ending with a
steam separator, a top plenum (index T) with its
main steam system (index MS) and a
downcomer (DCM). The HEX region is
separated by a number (NTUBES) of vertical Utubes into a primary and secondary loop, with
the primary coolant flowing on the inner side
(index 1), the secondary coolant on the outside
(index 2) of these tubes. The DCM is split into
an upper and (with respect to the FW entrance)
lower part (indices DU and DL). A feedwater
system (index FW) transports sub-cooled water
into the DCM. To each of the U-tube steam
generator systems (four in the case of a PWR)
belongs a main steam line (with an isolation
valve and a sequence of relief- and safety
valves), all the lines ending in a steam collector (SC) with steam lines to the bypass and steam turbine
system (bypass, turbine-trip and turbine control valves).
Among other essential improvements (e.g., providing a more advanced simulation of the riser and
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downcomer regions), in the here presented version the three characteristic channel elements of the
code UTSG-3, i.e. the primary and secondary side of the heat exchange region and the riser region,
have now been replaced by adequate CCM modules, the modules being distinguished by different key
numbers (KEYBC = 1, 2 or 3).
In this paper only a short review of the coolant channel module CCM can be given (chapter 3), for
more details see [11,12]. The paper is concentrated on a comprehensive description of the newest and
advanced status of the theoretical U-tube steam generator model and its code version UTSG-3 as being
based on CCM. Finally, its flexibility will be demonstrated on an example by post-calculating a
complicated situation after a transient (‘loss of main feedwater in a PWR NPP with turbine trip and
reactor scram’) with the code UTSG-3. A comparison with already existing (and tested out) UTSG-2
calculations for the same case will give an insight into the validity of the new code version UTSG-3
and thus help to verify the general coolant channel module CCM too.

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQS. FOR SINGLE AND TWO-PHASE FLOW
The here presented thermal-hydraulic model is based on the Fourier heat conduction eq. for the heat
transfer through the tube walls and the classical 3-equation mixture fluid theory, i.e. on conservation
equations for mass, energy and momentum for single and/or two-phase water/steam flow, thereby
including into the considerations also adequate constitutive eqs. such as tables for thermodynamic and
transport properties of water and steam, correlation packages for heat transfer coefficients, one- and
two-phase friction coefficients etc. Among these constitutive eqs. the right choice of an adequate driftflux package plays an important role, yielding not only the necessary 4-th eq. within the overall system
of differential and constitutive eqs. but being also responsible for the possibility to simulate in a very
detailed way stagnant or countercurrent flow conditions or the appearance of entrainment within such
a coolant channel too.
Usually the conservation eqs. are given in form of partial differential eqs. (PDE-s), In a closed loop
a fourth conservation eq. is demanded, namely the ‘volume balance eq.’, needed for the determination
of an absolute (system) pressure parameter whereas the momentum balance yields only the pressure
differences over a certain channel element.
The characteristic time- and local-dependent single- and two-phase flow parameters of a coolant
channel can be determined by starting from the classical set of partial differential equations (PDE-s),
i.e. the conservation eqs. for mass, energy and momentum, and corresponding constitutive eqs.

2.1 CONSERVATION EQS. (Single- and two-phase flow):
Mass balance :
¶
¶t

{A[(1-a)rW + arS]} + ¶¶z G =0

Energy balance :
¶
{A[(1-a)rWhW+arShS-P]}+
¶t

(1)
¶
¶z

[GWhW+GShS] = UTWqF = A q

(2)

Momentum balance:
¶
¶t

(G/A) + ( ¶¶Pz )A +

¶P
¶z

= ( ¶¶Pz )S + ( ¶¶Pz )F + ( ¶¶Pz )X

consisting besides the general local pressure gradient parameter
external perturbations (

¶P
)
¶z X

(3)
¶P
¶z

and the corresponding term for the

(as caused, for example, by an external pump or the pressure adjustment

due to mass exchange between parallel channels) of additional terms for mass acceleration ( ¶¶Pz )A,
static head ( ¶¶Pz )S and single- and two-phase friction ( ¶¶Pz )F

(3)
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( ¶¶Pz )A =

¶
¶z

[(GWvW+GSvS) /A]

with vW ® G/(rW A2) or vS ® G/(rSA2) if a ® 0 or 1

( ¶¶Pz )S = - cos(FZG) gC[arS + (1-a)rW ]

(4)

(with FZG marking the angle between upwards and flow direction, i.e., cos(FZG) =
± |zEL|/zL representing the relative elevation height with a positive sign at upwards flow)

( ¶¶Pz )F = - 0.5fR |G|G/(dHWrA2) with fR = fDW or fR = fDW F 22 PF at 1- or 2-phase flow

(5)

(6)

The three conservation eqs. (with the terms UTW, qF and q representing the heated perimeter, local
heat flux and power density and the possibility of a varying cross flow area A) describe the steady
state and dynamic behaviour of three or (at two-phase flow) four characteristic fluid variables. These
are the total mass flow G, the fluid temperature T (or enthalpy h) at single-phase or void fraction a at
two-phase conditions and the local pressure P. At two-phase conditions for a fourth variable, i.e. the
steam mass flow GS, an own relation is asked. This can be, for example, a drift-flux correlation which
yields (together with an adequate correlation for the phase distribution parameter C0) the drift velocity
vD and thus also GS, hence closing the set of eqs. They are interconnected by the definition eqs.
GS =G - GW =XG = A a r// vS = G - A (1- a) r/ vW = a r// (C0G/r/+A vD)/CGC
vD = (1-a C0) vS - (1-a) C0vW
CGC = 1- (1- r/ //r/ ) a C0 ® 1 if a ® 0 and ® r/ //r/ if a ® 1

(7)
(8)
(9)

The further treatment of the conservation eqs. can be done either in a direct way thereby yielding,
due to the fast pressure wave propagation (and thus small time constants), a set of ‘stiff ’ eqs. whose
solutions turns out to be enormously time-consuming. To avoid this costly procedure a method has
been established by treating the energy and mass balance eqs. separately from momentum balance
without loosing too much on exactness. Thereby the thermodynamic parameters in the mass and
energy balance eqs. will be determined on the basis of a pressure profile from a recursion step before.
Having then solved these two eqs. the nodal pressure gradient terms from eqs. (4), (5) and (6) and
thus, from momentum balance, the actual nodal pressure difference terms can be determined.
An important chapter had to be devoted to the handling of the pressure distribution along the
channel, among others by introducing a special renormalization procedure in order to compensate also
pressure drop contributions from spacers, tube bends etc., terms which are analytically difficult to be
represented The resulting pressure drop along the entire BC is the key for the application of the
module within an assembly of channels.

2.2 CONSTITUTIVE EQS.:
For the exact description of the steady state and transient behaviour of single- or two-phase fluids
there is, besides the conservation eqs., a number of mostly empirical constitutive eqs. needed.
Naturally, any effective correlation package can be used for this purpose. A number of such
correlations have been developed at the GRS and thoroughly tested, showing very satisfactory results.
Thermodynamic and transport properties of water and steam (State relationships):
Saturation temperature TSAT, densities (r/, r//), enthalpies (h/,h//) for saturated water and steam with
respect to their local pressure (P) and corresponding densities (r) and enthalpies (h) for sub-cooled
water or superheated steam (index W and S) again with respect to their independent local parameters T
and P and corresponding derivatives (T SATP , r/P, r//P, h/P, h//P) and partial derivatives (rT, rP, hT, hP) with
respect to their independent local temperatures T but system pressure P can be determined by using
adequate water/steam packages. (See, for example, the code packages MPPWS and MPPETA [10]
which have been derived on the basis of tables given by Schmidt et al. [23] and Haar et al. [3]).
Heat transfer coefficients:
The needed heat transfer coefficients along different flow regimes (into and out of a tube wall) can
(4)
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be calculated automatically if applying appropriate heat transfer coefficient packages such as
HETRAC [6].
Single and two-phase friction factors:
In the case of single-phase flow the friction factor fR is, as recommended by Moody [21], equal to
the Darcy-Weisbach single-phase friction factor fDW. This factor can be approximated by
fR = fDW = 1 / x2
(at single-phase flow)
(10)
with the parameter x depending on the Reynolds number Re=GdH /(Ah) and the relative roughness of
the wall eTW /dH according to the relation
x = 2 log10(dH / eTW ) + 1.14
= - 2 log10[2.51x/Re + eTW /(3.71dH)]

if Re > ReCTB = 441.19 (eTW /dH)-1.1772
if Re < ReCTB

For two-phase flow conditions the factor fR can be extended to
fR = fDW F 22 PF
(at two-phase flow)

(11)
(12)
(13)

with the single-phase part fDW to be determined under the assumption that the fluid moves with the
total mass flow G (= 100 % liquid flow). The only on steam quality and pressure dependent two-phase
multiplier F 22 PF is given by Martinelli-Nelson [20] as measured curves. A possible attempt to
describe these curves could be given by the approximation function
F 22 PF = exp [ f1X / (1+f2X+f3X2)1/2 ]
(14)
with the factors
f1 = 44.216 + 0.7428 10-6 P , f2 = 12.645 + 4.9841 10-6 P and
f3 = 17.975 + 25.7440 10-6 P

(P in Pa)

(15)

It has to be taken into account that for the special case of the steam quality X approaching 1, the
friction term is nearing the single-phase steam friction factor (fDW)S, i.e., the two-phase multiplier has
to tend (after a maximum at about 0.8) to the value
F 22 PF ® (r// r//) (fDW)S / (fDW )W
(if X ® 1)
(16)
Drift flux correlation:
A very effective drift-flux package (MDS) has been established by Hoeld [13,14] providing a
connection between the drift velocity and the local void fraction (in dependence of the system pressure
and geometry data of the channel such as cross flow area, hydraulic diameter etc. but independent
from the total mass flow). The corresponding correlation is based on the drift-flux theory established
by Sonnenburg [22] and Hoeld et. al. [17] and special correlations for the onset and amount of
entrainment as proposed by Ishii-Grolmes [17] and Ishii-Mishima [17,18].
For the case of a vertical channel the correlation has the basic form
vD = 1.5vWLIMC0CVD [(1+CVD2)3/2 - (1.5+CVD2)CVD]

(17)

with the coefficient
CVD = 2 (1-C0 a) vSLIM / (3C0avWLIM)

(18)

More details about the determination of the phase distribution parameter C0 (as a function of the
entrainment fraction Ed) and its limit velocities vSLIM and vWLIM, (in dependence of different geometry
types) can be found in the references [11,13].
At steady state conditions or after abrupt changes in steam mass flux (i.e., changes in mass flow or
cross section) the steam mass flow GS is demanded as an independent parameter, the void fraction a
has then to be determined from the inverse drift-flux correlation. Special care had to be taken to the
cases where the void fraction approaches 0 or 1 and to the determination of the nodal gradients, all of
them being needed by the formulation of the theoretical model. Besides the cases of vertical up- or
(5)
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downwards, co-, stagnant or even countercurrent two-phase flow situations (along pipes, rod bundles
etc.) the drift-flux correlations must have the potential to describe also two-phase flow situations
through inclined or even horizontal channels in order to make the theoretical model as generally
applicable as possible.
Originally, the drift-flux theory is based on steady state considerations and steady state
measurements. Within transient codes they can thus be used only in a pseudo-stationary way, i.e., a
change in void fraction results in an immediate change in drift velocity and thus in all the other
characteristic two-phase parameters. There exist, however, physical phenomena (melt-water
interactions, condensation shocks) where the delay between relative velocity and void fraction has a
special importance. In the separate-phase models this is taken care by the (time-dependent) exchange
term within the mass balance eqs. of the two phases water and steam. To cover thus also such
phenomena by the drift-flux theory this theory has to be extended to such transient situations by
providing the drift velocity vD with a corresponding time-delay function of 1-st order. Hence the
original (pseudo-steady state) drift velocity parameter vD =vDPSE has to be expanded to its transient
counter-part
vD = vDPSE - (vDPSE - vDB ) exp[-(t-tB)/QVDT]
(19)
with vDB= vD at the begin of a time interval t=tB. All the other two-phase parameters are then
calculated accordingly.
The disadvantage of not knowing the time coefficient QVDT is outweighed by the advantage of
having a direct and controlled input coefficient, avoiding thus the uncertainties of the sometimes very
complex separate-phase theory. There exist different possibilities to determine this coefficient, either
from similar theoretical considerations as performed to establish the exchange terms, from experience
or from parameter studies.

3. COOLANT CHANNEL MODEL AND MODULE CCM
The aim of an effective and very generally applicable thermal-hydraulic coolant channel module
CCM is to simulate the steady state and transient behaviour of a heated or cooled fluid flowing (in
upwards, stagnant or even downwards direction) along a basic coolant channel (with the possibility of
varying cross sections). Such a CCM can then be seen as an important basic element for the
construction of complex thermal-hydraulic codes. Distinguished by corresponding key numbers
(KEYBC =1,2, etc.) it can, for example, be applied for the simulation of the steady state and transient
behaviour of 3D PWR, BWR or other nuclear reactor core channels, but also for different types of
steam generators with sometimes very complex primary and secondary loops (vertical U-tube, vertical
once-through or horizontal VVER-440 assemblies). The assumption of varying cross sections makes it
also possible to simulate two fluids at different states flowing side by side by treating them as fluids
within two channels, the heat exchanged between them being known (See the case of a cold water
injection into a steam dome). In this paper the validity of CCM is demonstrated on the case of an Utube steam generator model.
A very detailed description of the theoretical background of the thermal-hydraulic coolant channel
module CCM is given by Hoeld [11,12]. Here only a short review of its main characteristics will be
presented.
The theoretical model and module CCM has the potential to be extended, in a second phase, to a
'porous' coolant channel model too, porous at each node boundary, i.e. to the more detailed case where
coolant mass (water, steam and/or water/steam mixtures) is exchanged also at nodal boundaries of
neighbouring channels (and not only at BC entrance or outlet).

3.1 BASIC CHANNEL AND SUBCHANNELS
One of the fundamental assumptions of the code package CCM is that such a ‘basic channel
(BC)’, can, according to their flow characteristics, be subdivided into a number of ‘sub-channels (SCs)’ with sub-cooled (LFTYPE=1), saturated (LFTYPE=0) and superheated (LFTYPE=2) flow conditions. All
(6)
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SC-s can, however, belong to only two types of them, a SC with an only single-phase fluid (either subcooled water or superheated steam) and a SC with a saturated water/steam mixture flow. Subdividing
such a BC into a number (NBC) of BC nodes means that each SC is subdivided into a number (NSC) of
SC nodes too. The corresponding conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum (given in
form of PDE-s of 1-st order) can then be discretized along these SC nodes by applying a special spatial
‘modified finite volume method' (see e.g., Hirsch [4]). ‘Modified’ means that also the possibility of
time-varying SC entrance and outlet positions has to be considered. Hence, if integrating the PDE-s
over the corresponding SC nodes three types of discretization elements can be expected. Integrating
functions within the PDE-s yields nodal mean values, integrating over a gradient yields functions
values at node boundaries and finally integrating time-derivatives over eventually time-varying nodal
boundaries (e.g. SC entrance or outlet positions) yields time-derivatives of mean function values
together with time-derivatives of the SC entrance or outlet positions. Hence, it is obvious that
appropriate methods had to be developed that could help to establish relations between the mean nodal
and the node boundary function values. There exist different possibilities and concepts to solve this
problem in an adequate way. Within the scope of CCM this has been done by a specially developed
quadratic polygon approximation procedure (named 'PAX'). Thereby it had been assumed that the
solution function of a PDE along a SC can be approximated by a quadratic polygon function over a
segment which reaches not only over its node length but also over the adjoining one. (For more details
see Hoeld [12]).
Taking the constitutive equations into account yields a set of non-linear ordinary differential
equations (ODE-s) of first order for the characteristic parameters of each of these SC and finally also
BC nodes. These are the total mass flow (G), the local pressure (P) and, either for a SC with a singlephase flow, the fluid temperature (T) (or fluid enthalpy h) or, at two-phase conditions, the void
fraction (a) and steam mass flow (GS). Hence, to close the set of eqs. in the case of two-phase flow an
own relation for a fourth variable is asked. This can be a procedure establishing, for example, a
relation between steam mass flow and void fraction. For this purpose the specially developed drift-flux
correlation package MDS (Hoeld [13,14]) has been chosen, a correlation which can take into account
also the possibility of counter-current flow or the existence of entrainment. Such drift flux correlations
play thus a central role in a 3-eq. mixture fluid approach describing in a very detailed way the
movement of water and steam phases against each other.

3.2 CODE PACKAGE CCM
Based on this theory the code package CCM could then be established (see Hoeld [11,12]),
containing all routines which are needed to describe in a very compact way the steady-state and
transient thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the most characteristic parameters of such a SC and thus BC
with single- and two-phase fluids. The resulting set of eqs. can then be combined with other sets of
ODE-s and algebraic eqs. coming from additional parts of a complex theoretical model.

Needed boundary input parameters:
As boundary conditions the following BC input parameters are needed (in the code they will then
automatically be translated into the corresponding SC values):
- Power profile along the entire BC channel, i.e., either the nodal heat power density terms qBE and
qBk (at entrance or each node k=1,NBT) or qBE and the nodal power terms DQBk =VBk(qBk+qBk-1). For
normalization purposes as an additional parameter the (steady state) total nominal heat power
QNOM,0 is asked.
- Channel entrance temperature TBEIN (or enthalpy hBEIN)
- The total mass flow GBEIN at BC entrance together with pressure terms at BC entrance PBEIN and
outlet PBAIN. At steady state these three parameters are needed for normalization purposes. In the
transient case they can be used for the determination of mass flow time-derivatives, e.g., at channel
entrance (dGBE/dt). However, during a transient very often the term PBAIN is sometimes not directly
(7)
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available (e.g., at the outlet of parallel channels or in a closed loop consisting of several BC-s).
Hence, the corresponding total mass flow time-derivatives, for example at BC entrance (dGBE/dt),
can be determined only from the fact that at the end of an intermediate time-step when the loop
(over several BC-s) is closed and the pressure difference between entrance and outlet is zero and
the assumption that these derivatives will be almost equal along the entire loop. Then, knowing the
time-derivatives at the begin of a new time step and the parameters GBE and GBEB the corresponding
steam mass flow time-derivatives being needed in the set of ODE-s can be estimated before being
available at the end of the time-step.
- If at two-phase flow conditions steam mass flow GSBEIN > 0 is entering the BC entrance the
corresponding entrance void fraction aBE has then automatically to be determined within the code
by applying the inverse drift-flux package MDS.
- The time-derivative (dPSYS/dt) of the system pressure terms, e.g. at certain positions (BC entrance,
outlet or outside of the channel). Due to fast pressure wave propagation it can be assumed that
corresponding pressure time-derivatives along all channel positions can be taken as identical.

Steady state:
Integrating the steady state part of the basic eqs. over each node volume yields a set of non-linear
algebraic eqs. for characteristic nodal BC parameters in dependence of certain inlet parameters. This
can be the parameters ‘inlet mass flow GBEIN0’, ‘in- and outlet pressure PBEIN0 and PBAIN0’ and ‘total
steady state BC heat power QBIN0’. These are demanded to adjust the friction coefficients to the actual
flow conditions and to readjust the uncertainties in the definition of the heat transfer coefficients and
wetted surfaces to the real situation. The solution of this set yields (after some recursion steps) for
each SC (within the BC) automatically the nodal function values TCNn and aCNn (at n=1,NCT) together
with the end positions zCA of each SC (i.e., boiling and superheating boundaries). From all these SC
parameters the corresponding BC parameters can be constructed. Together with the BC entrance
functions and the boundary positions then, by applying the polygon approximation procedure PAX
(see Hoeld [12]), adequate nodal mean BC function values (TBMn and aBMn at n=1,NBT) can be
determined which are needed as starting values (= initial conditions) for transient calculations.

Transient situation:
For the transient calculation the same parameters as above result from each integration step. They
have to be transferred as input to CCM, used for the determination of the new time-derivatives
dzCA/dt (for each SC within a BC), dTBMn/dt and daBMn/dt

(at n=1,.NBT)

(20)

These differentials are then needed, together with other characteristic channel parameters, within the
overall set of differential and constitutive eqs. of a comprehensive code.

Special solution procedurefor the momentum balance eq.:
Discretizing the momentum balance eq.(3) (by integrating it in flow direction over the
corresponding SC nodes) yields (for both single- or two-phase flow situations) relations for the
pressure increase DPNn along these nodes (i.e., pressure drop if provided with a negative sign)
DPNn=PNn-PNn-1 @ DzNn DPBAEI /(zBA-zBE)
= -DPGNn-DPANn+DPSNn+DPXNn+[1+(fFMP0-1)eDP]DPFNn+DPFADDDzNn/(zBA-zBE) (n=1, NCT) (21)

with contributions from external pressure acceleration (pump) or perturbation (DPXNn >0 or <0), static
head (DPSNn), mass acceleration (DPANn) and wall friction (DPFNn). In the transient case additionally a
pressure difference term (DPGNn) had to be considered resulting from time-dependent changes in total
mass flow. Since these changes can be assumed to be almost independent from its channel position,
the term DPGNn can be estimated as

(8)
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AMnDPGNn @

ò

z Nn ( t )

·

·

G (z,t) dz @ DzNn G BE

(Note: DPGNn,0 = 0 at steady state)

(22)

z Nn -1 ( t )

The total pressure difference DPBAE= PBAI - PBEI between BC outlet and entrance follows then by
summing up the corresponding contributions from all SC nodes and all SC-s within a BC
DPBAE = - DPGBAE - DPABAE + DPSBAE + DPXBAE + DPFBAE + DPZBAE

(23)

The term DPGBAE represents the pressure difference due to the time-dependent changes in total mass
flow and is given in dependence of the total mass flow time-derivative at BC entrance as
·

G BE @ dGBE DPGBAE (and = 0 at steady state)

å ( Dz

N BT

with 1/dGBE =

n =1

Nn/AMn)

(24)

Thereby the time-derivative of the mass flow term can be assumed to be equal along the entire loop.
To the overall pressure balance in the eqs.(21) and (23) an additional friction term
DPZBAE = (fFMP0-1)eDPZDPFBAE + DPFADD

(25)

has been added by considering the fact that the actual total friction part along a BC (DPFBAE) can not be
described in a satisfactory manner by sole analytical expressions. There will always be uncertainties in
the exact determination of the friction coefficients, the correct consideration of all contributions from
spacers, tube bends, abrupt changes in cross section etc.
This means that either an additive friction term (index FADD) is added to the formula above or the
friction part is provided with a multiplicative friction factor fFMP0. Which of them should prevail can be
governed from outside by an input parameter eDPZ=eDPZI. Thereby the additive part will be assumed to
be proportional to the square of the total coolant mass flow (e.g., at BC entrance)
DPFADD = -fADD0(zBA-zBE)GBE |GBE| /(2rBE dHWBE ABE2)

(26)

DPFADD,0 = (1-eDPZ)DPZBAE,0

(27)

For steady state conditions the term DPZBAE,0 can be determined from eq.(23) by taking into
account that DPGBAE,0 =0 and the steady state pressure difference term over the entire BC is known
from input (DPBAE,0=DPBAEI).
Defining the additive steady state pressure difference term DPFADD,0 as the (1-eDPZ)-th part of the
total additional friction term

the friction factor fADD0 for the additive part can be determined directly from eq.(26), the multiplicative
friction factor fFMP0 from eq.(25)
fFMP0= 1+DPZBAE,0 /DPFBAE,0

(if eDPZ = 0 or > 0)

(28)

In order to make sure that the total (steady state) friction part stays always negative
(DPFBAE,0+DPZBAE,0 <0 ) the input data must obey certain restrictions. This means that it must be
demanded that the input term DPBAEIN,0 < DPBULM = DPSBAE,0 -DPABAE,0+DPXBAE,0, otherwise it has to be
chosen in an adequate way. Additionally, if only DPZBAE,0 > 0, eDPZ has to be set automatically = 1, i.e.
DPFADD,0 = fADD0=0, with fFMP0 ( < 1) to be determined from eq.(28).
The validity of the multiplicative and additive coefficients fFMP0 and fADD0 has to be expanded to
transient situations too. This can be done by assuming that these coefficients should remain constant,
i.e. time-independent. Thereby it can be recommended to give more preference to the additive part
(i.e., eDPZ ® 0). If the multiplicative term prevails, changes in the two-phase situation will get (due to
the two-phase multiplier) much higher influence, making thus eventually the entire system unstable.
In the transient situation only for the case of a closed loop the total pressure difference DPBAE
between loop outlet and entrance is known (namely being equal to 0). Hence, if inserting for a BC
(9)
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where the (time-dependent) total pressure difference DPBAE is not known it will be proposed to insert
into eq.(24) instead of the (unknown) total mass flow time-derivative at BC entrance its equivalent of
a recursion step before (e.g., at the begin of the time step) the term DPGBAE and thus, from eq.(23), also
DPBAE can be estimated. Then it follows, at the end of the recursion time step, from the fact that DPBAE
= 0 for a closed loop from the eqs. (24) and (23) the term DPGBAE over the entire loop and thus also the
exact mass flow time-derivative at BC entrance (and at any other position along the loop) replacing the
previously estimated values by exact parameters.
In case of parallel channels, the total pressure differences over each (eventually unsymmetrically
perturbed) channel have to be estimated in a recursive way as the corresponding mean value over all
these channels, yielding then different total mass flow time-derivatives and thus the needed mass flow
distribution into all these channels.

4. THEORETICAL U-TUBE STEAM GENERATOR MODEL
4.1 HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH AN U-TUBE WALL
Fundamental eqs.:
Radial heat transfer from the primary HEX coolant side through the U-tube wall into its secondary
side (indices 1, TW, 2) is governed, at an axial position z, by the ‘Fourier heat conduction eq.’
rTW cTW

¶
¶t

TTW(z,r,t) =

1 ¶
r ¶r

[rlTW ¶¶r TTW(z,r,t)]

(29)

(thereby neglecting the heat transfer in axial direction) with its initial condition
TTW(z,r,t=0) = TTW0(z,r)

(Index 0: Steady state)

(30)

As boundary conditions the heat transfer conditions at the inner and outer surfaces of a single tube
wall (index TW) have to be taken into account
-lTWk(z,r,t)

¶
¶r

r)
TTW(z,r,t) (at r=rk) = - lTWk(z,t )T (TWk
(z,t) = qTWk(z,t)

= ± aTWk(z,t) [Tk(z,t) -TTWk(z,t)]

(+ if k=1 and - if k=2)

(31)

with the inner and outer radii r1 and r2 (and Dr=r2-r1), the (given) local primary and secondary fluid
temperatures Tk(z,t), the tube wall surface temperatures TTWk(z,t)=TTW(z,rk,t) and the heat fluxes
qTWk(z,t) into and out of such a (single) tube wall.
The nodal power terms DQTW1n from the primary node n into a (single) tube and DQTW2n out of it are
then given as
DQTWkn = 0.5ATWkn (qTWkn + qTWkn-1)
(k=1,2)
(32)
ATWkn represents the nodal wetted surfaces of a single U-tube k (The tube bend will be taken care by
setting for the last node ATW2n = ATW1n r1/r2). The corresponding total power terms QTWk over such a Utube k are then the sum over its axial nodes.
The needed heat transfer coefficients aTWk(z,t) (along the tube wall surfaces) have to be determined
from an adequate heat transfer coefficients package, e.g. HETRAC [6]. Density (rTW) and specific heat
(cTW) of a metallic tube wall can be assumed to be independent from its wall temperature. Since the
heat conduction coefficients show linear behaviour their surface values can be described as
lTWk (z,t) @ alT+ blTTTWk(z,t)

(k=1,2)

(33)

To solve the partial differential eq. (PDE) of 2-nd order usually the tube wall has to be subdividing
into a number of NRT layers with the PDE to be integrated over these layers. For the special case of a
steam generator U-tube it turned out that its representation by a single layer (NRT=1) is sufficient. It
can even be assumed that, because of the relative thin tube wall and thus very small heat capacity of
(10)
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the material, the left side of the Fourier heat transfer eq.(29) can be neglected without loosing on
exactness. This means that in the special case of an overall heat transfer (naming it NRT=0) the timederivative of the mean tube wall temperature can be set equal to 0.
From the resulting (ordinary) differential eq. (in the case of steady state or if NRT=0 from the
corresponding non-linear algebraic eqs.) the mean tube wall temperature TTWM(z,t) defined as

òrT
r2

1
2

(r 22 -r 12 )TTWM(z,t) =

TW(z,r,t)

dr

(NRT=1)

(34)

r1

can be determined.
If it should be necessary to subdivide the tube wall into more than 1 layers (NRT > 1) an
approximation of its radial shape by a quadratic function is recommended (See for example [5] for the
cases NRT=2 or 3).
Steady state (if NRT= 1) or overall heat transfer (NRT=0 or 1):
The assumption the radial shape of the tube wall temperature to be described by a straight line
r)
(r)
T (TW
1 (z,t) = T TW 2 (z,t)=[TTW2(z,t)- TTW1(z,t)]/Dr

(35)

has the consequence that lSF2(z,t) =lSF1(z,t) r1 / r2 with the mean layer temperature
TTWM (z,t) = 0.5 [TTW1(z,t) + TTW2(z,t)]

(36)

From the boundary conditions and the fact that dTTWM(z,t) /dt = 0 it follows then that
qTW1(z,t) = (r2 / r1) qTW2(z,t) = aOV1(z,t) [T1(z,t)- T2(z, t)]

(37)

with the overall heat transfer coefficient
1/aOV1(z,t) = 1/aTW1(z,t)+ Dr/lTW1(z,t) + (r1/r2)/aTW2(z,t)

(38)

From the relations (31) and (36) the parameters TTWk(z,t) and TTWM (z,t) can then be determined.
Transient situation (Single layer, NRT=1):
Integrating eq.(29) over the layer length and inserting from the boundary conditions yields finally
an (ordinary) differential eq. of the form
dTTWM(z,t)/dt=[qTW1(z,t)- (r2/r1) qTW2(z,t)]/[(Dr(1+0.5Dr/r1) rTW cTW]

(NRT=1)

(39)

Estimating the temperature gradients at the wall surfaces as a combination of two gradients
(r)

T TW1 (z,t)

@ 2[TTWM(z,t)- TTW1(z,t)]/(0.5Dr) -[TTW2(z,t)- TTW1(z,t)]/ Dr

T TW 2 (z,t) @ 2[TTW2(z,t) -TTWM(z,t)]/(0.5Dr) -[TTW2(z,t)- TTW1(z,t)]/Dr
(r)

(NRT=1)

(40)

(NRT=1)

(41)

the local surface temperatures can be determined from eq.(31) as
TTW1(z,t) = [4(2+CTW2) TTWM(z,t)] -CTW1(3+CTW2)T1(z,t) - CTW2T2(z,t)]
/[(3-CTW1) (3+CTW2)-1]
TTW2(z,t) =[4(2-CTW1)TTWM(z,t)+CTW1 T1(z,t) + (3-CTW1)-CTW2T2(z,t)]
/[(3-CTW1)(3+CTW2)-1]
with the abbreviations
CTWk=Dr aTWk(z,t) /lTWk (z,t)

(NRT=1)

(42)

(NRT=1)

(43)

(k=1,2)

(44)

Finally, from the boundary conditions (31) and eq.(39) the nodal heat fluxes terms qTWk(z,t) into
and out of a single tube wall and the corresponding time derivatives can be determined.
(11)
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Heat transfer through the entire U-tube ensemble:
The corresponding nodal power terms (DQn) and thus also its total value (Q) over all U-tubes (with
NTUBES = A1/ (r12p) are then given as
DQk=NTUBES DQkn=0.5 DVkn (qkn+qkn-1)= 0.5eQTWNTUBESDVkn(qTWkn+qTWkn-1) (k=1,2)

(45)

The terms qkn represent the overall nodal power density, DVkn the nodal volume of channel k.
Since the nodal power terms DQTWkn depend on the heat transfer and heat conduction coefficients
which in turn are functions of the tube wall and coolant channel temperatures the parameters DQTWkn
and thus QTWk have (in the steady state calculation) to be determined in a recursive way. Further
uncertainties in the heat transfer coefficients, for example due to the complicated geometry situation
(U-tube bends, spacers etc.) can be compensated (within the steady state calculation) by introducing a
correction term eQTW which has to be determined from the given nominal power QNOM,0 by setting
Q0=QNOM,0, thereby assuming this term to remain unchanged at transient conditions.
4.2 PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HEAT EXHANGE REGION
The heat exchange (or evaporator) region (HEX) is assumed to consist of a number of equivalent
vertical U-tubes (NTUBES) of the (average) length of 2zHXU. The secondary side (with the total length
zHX and cross section A2) can be subdivided into NZHX (maximal 7) equidistant nodes with the nodal
length DzHX. The primary nodes have the same length except the two upper nodes (DzHXU) which take
the bend of the U-tubes into account.
In the here presented advanced UTSG-3 version the wanted differential (and constitutive) eqs. for
the primary and secondary HEX (and riser region) are now automatically determined by the coolant
channel module CCM ([11,12]). As already explained in chapter 2 for this purpose (besides the initial
conditions) only a number of easily available boundary conditions have to be provided to each CCM
module (distinguished by their key numbers KEYBC).These are
Primary and secondary entrance temperatures (T1E and T2E), mass flows (G1E and G2E) and
pressures (P1E and P2E)
heat power profile along the primary and secondary HEX side (the mean nodal power values and
the power densities at both sides of the HEX entrance)
and (in the steady state case)
the total nominal heat power QNOM,0 needed for normalization purposes.
Knowing the primary and secondary nodal HEX fluid temperatures the corresponding nodal
primary and secondary heat flux values (into and out of a single U-tube) can then be determined
(chapter 4.1) and thus also the nodal heat power terms being needed as input to the coolant channel
module CCM.
4.3 RISER (with STEAM SEPARATOR)
The riser (index R) is assumed to be represented by a coolant channel (with a cross section AR and
a length zR) which can be subdivided into (maximal 5) NRT nodes. Applying CCM (and setting
KEYBC=3) the wanted time derivatives and characteristic parameters can now be determined in a
similar way as for the secondary HEX region taking into account that the riser entrance values are
usually equal to the corresponding HEX outlet parameters. Only the entrance void fraction aRE will be
different from the HEX outlet value a2H because of AR ¹ A2. Hence, aRE is determined automatically
in CCM due to the fact that GSRE=G2H by applying the inverse drift-flux correlation MDS.
At special situations the riser can start to dry-out with the superheating boundary zRSPH (= mixture
level) to be provided by CCM. This boundary can even move into the secondary HEX region (z2SPH).
Usually the overall parameter zSPH will be equal to zHX+zRSPH but it can be also zSPH = z2SPH if z2SPH <
zHX. Similar considerations can be done for the boiling boundary zBB (=z2B but zBB = zRB if z2B ³ zHX).
At riser outlet (see fig.1) a separator (index SP) is assumed to be situated showing an ideal
separation effect, i.e., the total riser outlet steam mass flow GSRA is directed to the top plenum, the
(12)
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corresponding water term to the DCM. The separator adds to the overall pressure decrease terms an
additional (friction) contribution (DPFRSP) which can be treated in the same way as done with the
additional terms of chapter 3.2, assuming its steady state value DPFRSP,0 being given as input or that this
term is already included in the overall additional part (In the same form contributions of the tube
bows within the secondary HEX region can be treated).
4.4 DOWNCOMER AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM
The downcomer (DCM) is assumed to be subdivided into an upper and lower section (indices DL
and DU). The entrance of the feedwater line (at the position zFWTE, with the feedwater mass flow GFW
and an enthalpy hFW or temperature TFW) marks the begin of the lower DCM section. The upper DCM
section (with the volume VDU, the length zDU and water level zWDU=zWD-zDL) is added to the top
plenum. The lower section consists of an annulus with an outer and inner radius rDA and rDI , a flow
area ADL, the length zDL and the volume VDL. Saturated water (with the enthalpy hWDE=h/DE) leaving
the top plenum and entering the lower DCM section with the mass flow GWDE will be mixed at FW
and thus DL entrance with the feedwater and flow with the mass flow GWTAD=GWDE-GFW (and the
enthalpy hWDE). Thereby it has to be noted, if looking at the steady state energy balance condition,
QSINP,0 = GFWS,0[h//(P2,0)- hFW,0]

(46)

that only 3 of the 4 operational values QSINP0, GFWS,0, hFW,0 and P2,0 are required (otherwise the problem
would be overestimated). Hence, one of the 4 input parameters has to be neglected and calculated
directly from the above energy balance relation.
The change in water volume VWDU and thus movement of the water level within the upper DCM
part above feedwater entrance is governed by the difference (and eventually deficit) between the
entering (saturated) water coming from the top plenum (GWTAD and hSTAD) and subcooled water from
the feedwater system and water leaving the downcomer (due to natural circulation). If this water
volume reaches zero (VWDU=0), partial DCM dry-out can be stated (LDCDRY=1).
According to the natural circulation flow the enthalpy front will move downwards along the
DCL. Each element of it will reach after a certain delay time the DCM outlet (GWDA, hWDA, TWDA) and
then be yielded (immediately) to the entrance of the HEX region (G2E= GWDA, h2E =hWDA, T2E= TWDA).
Different to other approaches this movement (along the lower DCM section) will not be described by a
set of ODE-s but simulated by an analytical approach. Thereby the lower DCM section will be
assumed to be subdivided into a number of (maximal 50) nodes. The enthalpies at each DCL node can
then be determining by estimating for each of these nodes the length of the movement of the enthalpy
front during each time step Dt. Taking these new positions as the basic points of a polygon the
corresponding enthalpy changes in the original node boundaries (and thus also at DCM outlet) can
then be determined by interpolation. No smearing effects due to the movement of the enthalpy front
along the DCM has to be expected (See, for example, fig.2C). The corresponding mass flow
parameters along the DCM and thus also its entrance (GWDE) or, in case of DCM dry-out, at the upper
end of the water column (GWDCN) can then also be estimated starting from the given DCM outlet mass
flow (GWDA=G2E).
If the secondary system pressure (P2SYS) and thus the saturation water enthalpy fall below the water
enthalpy values of some of these nodes, flashing is initiated. It will then be assumed that the
corresponding amount of steam mass is transported to the next higher node, heating-up there
eventually the nodal mass of water. If this water is at or has already reached saturation conditions, the
corresponding steam mass (or heat content) is transported to the next node, etc. By this very special
procedure finally the water mass disappearing from the water column (and being taken into account at
the calculation of GWZWDL and steam mass flow GSDTE (=-GSTAD) entering the top plenum can be
estimated quite satisfactory.
On the other side in the case of a partial dry-out of the DCM (with zWDL < zDL and VSDL=ADLzWDL
> 0) a certain amount of steam within the steam part of DCL will condense to saturated water (GWDCND
with hWDCND) if at this situation cold feedwater is injected into this compartment. Thereby it will be
(13)
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assumed that only a part of the (subcooled) feedwater, i.e., GFWSUB= (1- zWDL/zDL)eMIXGFW , is mixed
with the steam and condensing it. The remaining part (GFWSUB = GFW-GFWSAT) will fall unperturbed to
the top of the water column. The resulting condensed water mass flow GWDCND is added to the water
column, its steam part subtracted from the extended top plenum steam volume. (The mixing factor
eMIX = zDLMIX/zDL given by input states at which length zDLMIX the total feedwater has reacted).
The total change in water (and thus also steam) volume (if LDCDRY=1) can then be derived from the
balance of in- and outgoing water mass flows at the top of the water column
·

·

V WDL = (GFW+GWTAD+GWDCND -GWDCN)/rWDLM > V WDLIM » -VWDUB/Dt and GWTAD =0 or
·

= - V SDL = 0 with GWTAD = GWDCN -GFW

(if LDCDRY = 1 or 0)

(47)

(rWDLM = average water density along DCL water column, VWDUB= volume at begin of time step)
4.5 TOP PLENUM WITH ITS MAIN STEAM SYSTEM.
The top plenum (index T) with its total, steam and water volumes VT = VST + VWT and the system
pressure PT=P2SYS=P2 will be assumed to consist of the steam crest together with the entire main steam
system and (as mentioned above) the upper DCM section (VDU=VWDU+VSDU). The water volume is
thus equal to the volume of the upper DCM section (VWT=VWDU). The main steam volume VSMN is
counted as volume of the steam pipe line from the isolation valve to the turbine (Hence, in the case of
a closure of the isolation valve the corresponding steam and thus total top plenum volumes have of
course to be diminished by VSMN).
Caused by the natural circulation flow and the ceasing injection of feedwater it can happen that
the TPL (and thus DU) water volume VWDU diminishes, i.e. the DCM water level zWD falls below the
feedwater injection position zDL, dry-out of the DCM can be stated (LDCDRY=1). Hence, the originally
constant TPL volume VT has to be extended to the now time dependent parameter VTEX and it has to
be taken into account that
·

·

·

·

VTEX=VT+VSDL=VST+VWT with VSDL=0, V TEX= V T=0 and V SDL= V WDL =0
·

·

·

·

·

·

= VST = VT + VSDL , V T = V TEX = V ST = V SDL= V WDL and V WT =0

(if LDCDRY=0)
(if LDCDRY=1) (48)

The term VSDL=VDL-VWDL depends on the amount of water and steam (GWTDE, GSTDE ) leaving the TPL
in direction lower DCM entrance (or, if having a negative sign, entering it) and the corresponding
amount G2E leaving the DCM at its outlet due to natural-circulation flow.
The two-phase flow mixture coming from the riser (and being separated by an ‘ideal’ separator
into its phases) enters with the mass flows GWTE=GWRA and GSTE=GSRA and their enthalpies hWTE=hWRA
and hSTE=hSRA the top plenum (Note: hWTE or hSTE can be also sub-cooled water or superheated steam).
The steam leaving the top plenum (with the steam mass flow GSMN and the steam enthalpy hSMN) will
be governed by the main steam system, consisting of a number of relief and safety valves, isolation,
bypass, turbine trip and control valves and a steam turbine (For more details see [5]). At normal
situations the water (GWTAD=GWDE-GFW with GWDE » GWDA=G2E and the enthalpy hWTAD) leaving the
top plenum in direction to the lower DCM section is dependent on the natural circulation and feed
water mass flows.
The dynamic situation of the characteristic parameters within the TPL is governed by the
generally (i.e., for both dry-out situations) valid balance of in- and outgoing water and steam mass
flow contributions:
DGST = GSTE - GSTA with GSTE = GSRA or = GSRA – GSTAD
and GSTA = GSMN or = GSMN + GSTAD
DGWT = GWTE - GWTA with GWTE = GWRA or = GWRA – GWTAD
and GWTA = GWTAD or = 0
(14)

(if GSTAD > or < 0)
(if GSTAD < or > 0)
(if GWTAD > or < 0)
(if GWTAD > or < 0)

(49)
(50)
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The two-phase flow mixture coming from the riser (and being separated by an ‘ideal’ separator into
its phases) enters the TPL with the mass flows GWTE=GWRA and GSTE=GSRA and their enthalpies
hWTE=hWRA and hSTE=hSRA (Note: hWTE or hSTE can be also sub-cooled water or superheated steam). In
case of DCM dry-out eventually also the term GSTAD = -GSTDE (if GSTDE < 0) coming from flashing has
to be added to GSTE. Otherwise GSTDE is leaving the DCM.
The steam leaving the top plenum (with the steam mass flow GSMN and the steam enthalpy hSMN)
will be governed by the main steam system (with a steam pipe line, a steam collector and a steam
turbine) consisting of a number of relief and safety valves, isolation, bypass, turbine trip and control
valves in a more-loop representation. by the situation within the steam collector (For more details see
[5]). The steam collector can, in case of a multi-loop representation [1], in turn be influenced by an
eventually non-symmetric perturbation of the different loops.
Only at non-dry-out situations water (with GWTAD and the enthalpy hWTAD= h/) can leave the top
plenum (in direction to the lower DCM section), dependent on the natural circulation and GFW.
The ODE-s for the change in system pressure (P2=P2SYS), steam and water volumes (VST and VWT)
within the top plenum can then be derived from corresponding conservation eqs. for mass and energy
and volume
d
dt

[VST r// + VWT r/]

= DGST +DGWT =DGT

d
dt

[VST r// h//+ VWT r/h/] - VTEX P 2 = h// DGST +h/DGWT +QTPL

·

(51)
(52)

Thereby a (power) term QTPL has been introduced which takes care of all contributions coming from
superheating or sub-cooled conditions
QTPL = (hSTE - h//) GSTE - (h/ - hWTE ) GWTE

(53)

This yields, if considering the interrelations given in eq.(48), finally the results
·

V ST = - [(1-CVP)DGTh// + CVP (DGWT hSW -QTPL) ] / (CVST r// h//)

(LDCDRY =0 or = 1)

(54)

P 2 = [DGT - r// V ST - r/ V WT] / BVP

(LDCDRY =0 or = 1)

(55)

·

·

·

with the coefficients
BVP = VWTr/P + VST r//P

(56)

CVP = h// BVP / [VST (r//Ph//+ r//h//P)+ VWT (r/Ph/+ r/h/P) - VTEX]
CVST = CVP-1 +(1-CVP h// h//)(r/ /r//) or = CVP -1
·

·

·

(57)
(LDCDRY = 0 or 1)

(58)

Since at dry-out conditions V ST = - V WDL the term V ST follows from eq.(47), the comparison with
eq.(54) can then be used to determine DGST, GSTE and thus a better GSDTE (flashing and condensation
effects already included)
After the integration procedure the movement of the water level (zWL) along the lower DCM
section can then be determined from the knowledge of VWDU = VWT, or, in case of a DCM dryout, of
VSDL. Hence,
zWL = zWDU + zDL with zWDU being a function of VWDU, e.g., zWDU =VWDU/ADU (if LDCDRY =0)
zWL = zDL - VSDL/ADL

(if LDCDRY =1) (59)

4.6 NATURAL CIRCULATION ALONG SECONDARY LOOP
As explained in chapter 3.2, the time-derivative for the overall natural circulation mass flow, for
example at the entrance to the HEX region (G2E), follows from the facts that the sum of all pressure
increase terms along the entire loop must be zero and that the time-derivatives along the entire loop
can be assumed to be equal, i.e.,

(15)
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·

G 2E @ dG2E (DPSTH -DPACC+DPXIN+DPFR+ DPZ) with 1/dG2E =zHX/A2+zR/AR+zDU/ADU+zWDL/ADL (60)
The HEX and riser pressure difference terms are provided by the coolant channel code package
CCM. The corresponding terms for the DCM region have to be derived in a similar way. This means
that at steady state the coefficients fDADD0 and fDFFMP0, needed for the calculation of transient terms
DPDADD and DPDZFR, are determining from the given overall pressure difference value DPDAE,0 =PDE,0PDA,0= P2,0-P2E,0. Knowing now the time-derivatives at each position of the loop then in the transient
case the terms DPGHAE, DPGRAE and DPGDAE and thus also the total pressure increase terms DPHAE,
DPRAE and DPDAE along the HEX, riser and DCM regions can be determined and, finally, in relation
with the system pressure P2SYS, their absolute pressure parameters.

5. DIGITAL CODE UTSG-3
The digital code UTSG-2 [5,8] has, both in a stand-alone manner or as a part of more complex
transient codes (e.g., the thermal-hydraulic GRS system code ATHLET [2]), for many years been
successfully applied by different research institutes for the simulation of the thermal- and
hydrodynamic steady state and transient behaviour of the primary and secondary side of a vertical
natural-circulation U-tube steam generator together with its main steam system and, when applied in a
combination with the comprehensive modular code ATHLET, the multi-loop construction of a PWR
(e.g. [1]). To establish the theoretical background of the UTSG code the primary and secondary heat
exchange regions and the riser section had to be subdivided into a number of nodes. At the advanced
UTSG-3 version the corresponding nodal time-derivatives and characteristic parameters of this three
channel regions are now, as already pointed out, automatically provided by the coolant channel
module CCM. The other elements of the UTSG-2 code will (as presented before) be updated to the
newest demands on such a code.
Hence, starting from the previous digital code UTSG-2 and, based on the theory presented above by
taking into account the changes in the theoretical background, the advanced digital code version
UTSG-3 could be established. The non-linear set of steady state algebraic eqs. will be solved in a
recursive way yielding the parameters being needed as starting values for the transient calculations.
The integration of the set of ODE-s of first order (together with the corresponding constitutive eqs.)
yields finally the wanted characteristic parameters.
Needed input data to the code:
Operation conditions, geometry data, characteristic data of the valves, basic points of polygons
describing the outside-perturbation signals (if they are not provided as BOP signals described by the
GCSM procedure), and option values governing the wanted output.
Possible perturbations of the system from outside:
- Inlet water temperature (T1E), mass flow (G1E) and pressure (P1E) on the primary side. If UTSG-3 is
used in combination with a code for NPP-s, e.g. ATHLET [2], these parameters are then provided
by the main code, the resulting outlet parameters being transferred again back to the main code.
- Steam mass flow (GSMN) into the main steam system caused by the feedback from the turbine and
actions from different valves.
- Feedwater mass flow (GFW) and temperature (TFW) (or enthalpy hFW) as a result of different
feedwater actions.
- If used in combination with balance-of-plant (BOP) actions the perturbation parameters are
provided with the corresponding BOP signals.
Final system of state and differential eqs.:
If simulating the heat transfer through a tube wall either by a single layer (NRT=1) or describing it
by overall heat transfer coefficients (NRT=0), subdividing the HEX region axially into maximal 7
nodes (NZHX=7) and the riser into maximal 5 nodes (NT=5) and taking into account a moving boiling
(16)
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and eventually also superheating boundary (z2B and z2SPH) the theoretical model consists of a set of
maximal 53 (or 38, if choosing NRT=0) non-linear ODE-s of 1-st order for the variables
T1M(iM,k), T2M(iM), (TTWE and TTWM(i,k) if NRT=1),a2M(iM), aRM(iRM), z2B, z2SPH,P2,VWT,G2E (61)
(with i=1,..,NZHX £ 7, iM=i- 12 , iRM=1,..,NRT £ 5, k=1,2: parallel and counter flow)
and a number of state eqs. (total and nodal power terms, turbine power, nodal heat power fluxes, total
and nodal steam mass flow, steam mass flow into main steam system, i.e. into steam relief and safety
valves and into steam turbine, total and nodal pressure drops, steam volumes along HEX, riser, top
plenum and DCM, dry-out boundary and movement of the enthalpy front along the DCM, etc.)
Solution method.:
Solving now this set of ODE-s (together with the corresponding constitutive contributions)
directly (together with the momentum balance contributions) has the effect that by using an explicit
integration procedure the computation has to be performed because of the very fast pressure wave
propagation with very small time steps (‘stiff equation system’). Hence, high CPU values can be
expected. Using an implicit-explicit integration procedure (see, e.g. the routine FEBE, Hofer [16]). this
situation can partially be improved, the computing time being, however, still very disagreeable. As
already pointed out, this time-consuming procedure could be circumvented by an approach which
takes advantage of the fact that under the most circumstances the mass and energy balance eqs. can be
treated separately from momentum balance without loosing essentially on accuracy. (For more details
see Hoeld [12]).
The resulting set of eqs. can be combined with other sets of ODE-s and algebraic eqs. coming from
additional parts of a complex model, e.g., from other basic channels which represent different thermalhydraulic objects within an entire closed loop or a system of parallel channels, from heat transfer or
nuclear kinetics considerations etc.

6. UTSG-3 TEST CALCULATION
To demonstrate the properties and validity of the advanced code version UTSG-3 a number of
ATHLET/UTSG-2 calculations (by taking them as benchmarks) have been successfully postcalculated by the UTSG-3 code, see for example [3,4], thus contributing to the verification process of
the newest code version and also of the coolant channel module CCM. The corresponding UTSG-3
calculations had then obviously to be based on the same input data set, despite of the fact that the
philosophy about the balance-of-plant (BOP) actions in a NPP may have partially changed.
As an example the process sequence of an UTSG-3 stand-alone calculation of the case ‘loss of
main feedwater at a PWR NPP (at nominal conditions) with turbine trip and scram’ will be presented.
Some selected characteristic parameters are plotted in the figs.2A-2H. The calculation is based on an
ATHLET/UTSG-2 calculation (Hoeld [9]) which has been performed in connection with the
establishment of an general standard input data set for the ATHLET/UTSG-2 code, using the general
control simulation language GCSM of ATHLET for the description of BOP actions.
The following transient behaviour of the most characteristic parameters can be observed:
- As initiating event the switch-off of all 2 (plus 1 reserve) main feedwater pumps had been assumed.
- The abrupt coast-down in main feedwater (falling within 4 s to zero, fig.2B) created the signal
‘low-feedwater-flow’ which in turn caused a number of BOP actions.
- In the first phase of the transient a signal for reactor power limitation (RELEB) is initiated, causing
due to an adequate drop of control rods a reduction of the nuclear kinetic and thermal reactor power
(and thus HEX power, fig.2E) to about 50%, resulting in a corresponding reduction of the primary
HEX entrance temperature (fig.2C) and primary system pressure (fig.2C). The primary coolant
mass flow remains almost unchanged (fig.2A).
- Simultaneously, a decrease in steam turbine power to about 55 % (fig.2E) is initiated by reducing,
due to the ‘maximum pressure control’ procedure, in a controlled way the steam mass flow through
the turbine-control valve (fig. 2B) yielding consequently to an (at the begin very steep) increase in
secondary system pressure (fig.2D) and thus saturation temperature (fig.2C). The corresponding
(17)
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-

-

pressure set point curve is a function of the part-load diagram, is limited by a maximal increase rate
of 2.0 MPa/min after having reached 7.7 MPa and is kept below 8.0 MPa.
The temperature at DCM entrance is a mixture of saturated water coming from the riser/separator
and the injected feedwater (with a temperature of 218 0C). Hence, the switch-off of the main
feedwater pumps and increase in saturation temperature yielded to an abrupt increase in DCM
entrance temperature, reaching saturation conditions. Its temperature (or enthalpy) front (fig.2C) is
moving (due to the natural circulation) along the DCM until it reaches (at the begin of the transient
after about 8 s) the HEX entrance.
The decrease in feedwater flow causes also a decrease in sub-cooling power at feedwater and HEX
entrance (fig.2E) and thus also a decrease in boiling boundary (fig.2G).
From fig.2F the transient behaviour of the corresponding local and total HEX and riser steam void
fractions can be seen.
Due to the deficit in incoming (feedwater) and outgoing (steam) masses the downcomer starts to
dry-out (see water level in fig.2G), crossing at about 45 s the position of feedwater nozzle. This
means that in the model it had to be taken into account that feedwater, being injected after this time
point, will act partially with the increasing steam content of the lower DCM section (i.e., will
condense a part of it). The falling DCM water level causes at about 10.2 m (with a delay of about
10 s) the activation of the auxiliary FW pumps (fig.2B) and at 9.0 m a turbine trip (TUTRI) and a

reactor scram, switching down the turbine and reactor power (fig.2E) (leaving only the
power decay heating term), withdrawing, however, power from the primary loop due to
steam removal through the bypass valve.

- Steam mass flow through the bypass valve (being a part of the main steam system, fig.2B) is
governed by the ‘partial cool-down procedure’, acting at first in combination with the maximum
pressure control. It should be noted that the difference between the secondary system pressure and
the pressure at channel entrance (i.e. HEX entrance or DCM outlet) is an important basis for
parallel channel assemblies. This difference stays in the first phase of the transient almost
unchanged as long as no essential changes in the DCM (temperature, dry-out) appear. Despite of
the turbine trip steam is now removed by the bypass valves. Hence the pressure difference between
HEX outlet and steam collector entrance is still present but diminishing. This parameter plays an
important role for the determination of different in- and outflows into the steam collector in case of
a multi-loop application of the ATHLET/UTSG code [1].
- The natural-circulation flow (e.g., at secondary HEX, fig.2A) is continuously decreasing, stagnant
flow will, however, not be reached because of steam removal by the bypass valves.
- UTSG calculations have always been accompanied with strong quality control measures. The
control of the actual masses being present at any time in the HEX, riser/separator, top plenum and
downcomer regions with masses which should be expected due to the balance of in- and outgoing
masses can give valuable hints to the quality of the calculations and thus the validity of the code. In
fig.2H the total mass content along the secondary loop is split into its contributions from different
regions and shows excellent agreement. This procedure has been a most valuable tool during the
construction of the theoretical model.
The calculations showed, as expected, no noticeable differences in comparison with calculations
with the code ATHLET/UTSG-2. That means, that the broad experience with the almost 20 years of
UTSG application and the many verification runs with the ATHLET/UTSG-2 code combination could
be transferred directly to this code and the module CCM. (See, for example, the case of a loss of one
out of four main coolant pumps (see Bencik et al. [1]) within the series of posttest-calculations of startup tests of a German PWR NPP).

CONCLUSIONS
The presented model fulfils the aim of the project to construct a reliable module which is more
flexible with respect to the existing codes, can easier be handled (see the possibility of an automatic
(18)
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subdivision of a BC into SC-s) and has a much higher potential for further applications (e.g, if using in
for parallel channel assemblies etc.).
The procedure PAX and the drift flux correlation package are a central part of the theoretical model
and module CCM and thus also of the advanced code version UTSG-3. The approximation procedure
has to provide the model, apart from the above feature, also with gradients of the resulting
approximation function needed for the determination of the time-derivatives of coolant temperature
and void fraction and governs the movement of SC (= boiling or mixture) boundaries across BC node
boundaries whereas an adequate drift-flux correlation package states in which way co- and
countercurrent flow in vertical, inclined or even horizontal coolant channels can be treated. In both
cases it has, due to the availability of different input parameters, be distinguished between a steady
state or a transient case and both methods had to be submitted to a thorough test phase outside of the
code before being implemented into the code.
On hand of its application within the UTSG-3 concept it could be demonstrated that the presented
theoretical drift-flux based thermal-hydraulic coolant channel model and the resulting module CCM
can be a valuable element for the construction of complex assemblies of pipes and junctions.
Simultaneously, it could be build a bridge to the verification status of the widely used UTSG-2 code.
Experiences with other application cases will help to mature the present CCM module. As it turnedout the method to discretize PDE-s and connect the resulting mean and boundary nodal functions by
means of the PAX procedure can be of general interest for similar projects too.
The knowledge of some characteristic parameters of a U-tube steam generator allows also to
establish some normalization procedures in order adjust the code to the real situation. Taking the
steady state heat power as a nominal power helps to compensate the uncertainties in the determination
of the heat transfer coefficients and the exact number of the U-tubes, the steady state natural
circulation mass flow allows to adjust the pressure decrease over the entire secondary loop (see
chapters 3.2 and 4.6) and, finally, from the given steady state sub-cooled power (being dependent on
total power and pressure) an overestimation in feedwater entrance enthalpy or mass flow parameters
can be avoided (chapter 4.4).
Several measures been installed to control during a computational run continuously the quality of
the calculated results. By determining (parallel to the normal calculation) a number of auxiliary
parameters should then allow to judge the quality of the run.. Besides a high number of test-prints and
the presentation of pseudo-stationary characteristic parameters (boiling boundary, heat content values
along the primary and secondary loop) it turned out to be a very important tool the comparison of the
actual steam and water mass contents within the HEX, the riser and the DCM region with the mass
contents as being determined from the balance between the in- and outgoing mass flows. Already
small deviations can give a hint that some uncertainties in the model or the realization in the code exist
(see fig. 2H).

NOMENCLATURE
ANn, AMn
C
C0
dHW
fADD0, fFMP0
G ,GS,GW
h, hP , cP= hT
KEYBC
LFTYPE= 0,1 or 2
NBT, NCT, NRT,

m2
m
kg/s
J/kg, m³/kg,
J/(kgC)
-

Cross sectional area (node boundary, mean value)
Dimensionless constant
Phase distribution parameter
Hydraulic diameter
Additive and multiplicative friction coefficients
Total, steam and water mass flow
Specific enthalpy and their partial derivatives with
respect to pressure and temperature (= specific heat)
Characteristic key number of each BC
SC with saturated water/steam mixture, sub- cooled
water or superheated steam
Total number of BC or SC nodes, of radial U-tube layers,
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NTUBES, NZHX
P, DP = PA-PE
Qk, QNOM, DQkn
qSFkn
qTWkn=qSFknUkn/Akn
= qSFkn ASFkn/Vkn
r, Dr = r2 – r1
T, t
UTW
VBn=0.5(ABn+ABn-1)Dz
v
X=GS/G
z, DzNn=zNn-zNn-1
zBA, zBE, zCA, zCE,
a
aSF
eDPZ
eQTW
eTW
lTW
r, rP , rT

¶
Subscr ipts
0, 0 (=E)
A, E
B, S
A,F,Z,S,X
HEX, R,T,MN,
DU,DL,TAD
k=1,2
Mn, BMk
Nn, BNk
D
R
S, W
P, T
TW, TWk

Pa=Ws/m³
= kg/(ms2)
W
W/m2
W/m³

of U-tubes and of HEX nodes
Pressure and pressure difference (in flow direction)
Total, nominal and nodal power into (!!) channel k
Local nodal heat flux in- and out of all U-tubes (k=1,2),
Local nodal power density into and out of all tubes

m
C, s
m
m³
m/s
m
m

Radial U-tube variable and thickness
Temperature, time
(Heated) perimeter of a single U-tube
Nodal BC volume
Velocity
Steam quality
Local variable, SC node length (zNn-1=zCE at n=0)
BC and SC outlet and entrance positions
Void fraction
2
W/(m C)
Heat transfer coefficient along tube wall
Coefficient for choice of additional friction
Correction factor with respect to QNOM,0
m
Absolute roughness of tube wall (eTW/dHW=rel.value)
W/(mC)
Heat conductivity along tube wall
kg/m³, kg/J, Density and their partial derivatives with respect to
kg/(m3C)
(system) pressure and temperature
Partial derivative

Steady state or entrance to the HEX region (U-tubes)
Outlet, entrance
Basic or subchannel
Acceleration, direct and additional friction, static head or external
pressure difference (if in connection with DP)
Heat exchanger (evaporator), riser/separator, top plenum, main steam
system, upper and lower DCM part, out of TPL to DCM
Primary and secondary loop (containing all tubes)
Mean values over SC or BC nodes
SC or BC node boundaries
Drift
Relative
Steam, water
Derivative at constant pressure or temperature
Tube wall and primary or secondary tube wall surface of a single U-tube

Super scr ipts
/, //
P, T
(GS), (a), (r)

Saturated water or steam
Partial derivatives with respect to P or T
Partial derivatives with respect to GS, a or r
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